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About This Game

Save the world from being covered in excrement!
If you love dealing with everyday inconveniences, ridiculous situations, and having no toilet paper, then this game is for you.

Tons of adventure and excitement in this 25 hour long quest. Explore the world, defeat enemies and solve puzzles!

We got a good amount of hate because (1. RPG Maker) and (2. Poop jokes). With that said:
Before you criticize, AT LEAST play the free 3 chapter demo!

Set out on a somewhat meaningless epic adventure! Four friends (well 2 are friends, 2 are randoms) with stereotypical elemental
powers find out what it means to have their toilet paper stolen. They set out for revenge on a mysterious villain

(OOOoooOOOooohhhh.....) who causes this immense inconvenience. Prepare yourself for a full day's worth of excitement
(disclaimer: please don't play for a whole day in one sitting)!

Turn based adventure/RPG
300+ maps

25 hours of gameplay (and that's if you know exactly what to do and where to go)
4 playable characters (already mentioned; see above)
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21 weapons, and even more items including a few stat boosters
119 enemies (that you will inevitably hate)
All your typical adventure game locations

Elemental superpowers (with that slight twist of course)

Full game is over 500MB (lots of graphics and music, all free for commercial use)

2.5 years in development. Started in September 2013 in RPG Maker VX Ace, and COMPLETELY REDONE in RPG Maker
MV. Finished in 2016.

CONTROLS:
Standard RPG Maker control setup

Action/Cancel: Z, X
Move: Arrow Keys

Run: Hold Shift
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Title: The Unclogging: An Unsanitary Saga
Genre: RPG
Developer:
DLHB Studios
Publisher:
DLHB Studios
Release Date: 25 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core i3

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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Nothing special, just spin-off for Doom 3.. Horrible game. Cant even jump correctly. Very cute and not overly easy to win.
With the various achievements its a fun little game at the price.. This is a complex wargame covering the Thirty years war in
considerable detail, with particular attention to army organisation and command. As such I would suggest this game is more
suited to persons with a genuine interest in the period rather than casual players. The subject is also something of a niche area
which recieves much less attention than other major european conflicts perhaps because this was a particularly nasty conflict
which devastated large parts of central Europe ( religious wars always seem to bring out the worst in people).
The game itself is set in what is often referred to as the "musket and pike" era when firearms were starting to have a significant
effect on the battlefield but owing to slow rates of fire, limited range ( not to mention a tendency to become absolutely useless at
the first sign of a rainshower) they were still not the principal infantry weapon with pike armed infantry still providing the final
shock to break the opposing army.
The map is well done and the graphics decent enough although strictly functional - anyone expecting fancy animations will be
dissapointed. The basic game engine is getting a bit long in the tooth now, although at least it will be comfortably familiar to
players who have experience of other games in the series and it does a fairly good job of coping with the period in question.
On the whole I would recommend this game to those with and interest in the period.. I don't even know whats going on. Why is
he going up a pipe to deliver present? i bought for 10 cents so i guess.... If you like games like super hot then this is a must play.
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I loved this game. How much? I'm actually writing a review about it. It's fun, wacky, Challenging, and has an interesting story
line. I highly recommend this game to anyone who loves puzzle games and doesnt mind a story to boot.. Typically, I'm heavy
support on heists. I use the muscle perk deck--It draws the cops fire from the crew to you--with a TechForcer build. Light
Machine Guns are my weapons of choice. The RPK is good for when you go infamous. It is available from level one. The
Brenner-21 is very accurate for an LMG. It does the most damage, but has the lowest rate of fire. It can be useful for picking
off targets in the distance and at point blank. The KSP has a high rate of fire, high damage, high stability, and mid-range in
accuracy (for an LMG, it sucks compared to a CAR-4). They are all useful for different heists. No matter which one I use, I can
assure my team that they are safe and sound :). The controlls are terrible on the keybord and the olny way I could pause the
game to get to settings was by pressing shift and tab, when you use the mouse to shoot the direction that your bullets go changes
randomly. even if it didn't do that it would still be hard to aim because if you put your mouse on the left of the screen and start
firing, the bullets go below your mouse. I tried plugging in my Xbox 306 controller to see if it works, I could move around easily
with the left wiggle stick, but the right one didnt do anything and lt and rt just shot bullets to the left and right.. In many ways,
Far Cry Primal feels like Ubisoft had this perfectly good Far Cry setup from Far Cry 4 that was just sitting there and they
decided to cobble together a quickie storyline in "10,000 BC" (intentional reference to the bad movie of the same name). While
it does have some unique elements, you can see the similarities (elephants/mamoths, tigers/sabertooth tigers, etc.).

One thing I thought when I started playing was that I wouldn't like the prehistoric weaponry. I have to give Kudos to Ubisoft for
making the gameplay/mechanics more interesting than I thought they would.

HOWEVER... I think they have done enough to make this a separate story. The storyline isn't very complicated, but, then again,
are any of the Far Cry storylines complicated? There are the usual almost overwhelming number of side missions and pop-up
events to keep you busy and able to purchase more advanced weaponry with your gained experience/leveling up.

While not overwhelmingly good, I think this was, overall, a worthwhile buy... on sale! I would not be nearly as happy if I had
paid full retail. I believe I purchased this at 50% off.

Recommended.

Note: I do not like multiplayer games, so I stick with the Campaign side of games for my reviews.. didn't bother to finish\/10

An FPS with no a single redeeming quality.
Weapons? Meh.
Sounds? Meh.
Controls? Clunky.
Gunplay? As basic as it gets.
Levels? Bottom of the barrel.
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